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At OMRON we promise to help you minimize
the impact of health conditions to help your
patients live a better, longer and more active life.
Making sure you can recommend clinically proven
instruments for their home care – with
zero compromise.
Going for zero compromise on healthier lives.

OMRON’s M7 Intelli IT
360° Accuracy[15]
Easy Blood Pressure LED - See at a glance
if your blood pressure is normal or high
Intelli Wrap Cuff technology - Accurate
results in any position around the upper arm
Helps detect stroke risk factors [16]
Intellisense technology - Inflates the cuff
to the ideal level for each use
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VALIDATED
in diabetic
population

List of OMRON Blood Pressure Monitor devices
validated in Diabetes
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RECOMMEND

M7
Intelli IT

Get ensured accuracy
for diabetics, with the
Intelli wrap cuff. For
consistency in and
outside your office.

Irregular Heartbeat detection - Indicates if
irregular heartbeat is detected
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WITH ZERO
COMPROMISE

The negative spiral of
hypertension in diabetic
patients

Blood pressure control brings
a positive effect on the health
of diabetic people

Diabetes has a high global prevalence

Measuring blood pressure in diabetics
is challenging

In 2014, diabetes was diagnosed in more
than 420 million people worldwide.[1] Its
complications can lead to heart attack,
stroke, blindness, kidney failure and even
limb amputation.

High percentage of diabetic people also
suffer from high blood pressure
High blood pressure is much more common
in people with diabetes. A study at the
Oxford University shows that it affects 60%
of these patients[2] and can be present before
the diabetes has been diagnosed.[3] Moreover,
hypertension is a strong risk factor for
accelerating the progression of diabetes.[4,5]

Untreated, diabetes can lead
to complications
The risk for a cardiovascular event such as
stroke is 2 to 4 times higher in people with
diabetes than in people who do not have
diabetes.[6] Diabetics also develop heart
disease or have strokes at an earlier age
than people without diabetes.[7]

Blood pressure control often is suboptimal
in diabetic patients.[4,8] The higher levels
of glucose in the bloodstream will lead to
hardening of the arteries (atherosclerosis
[9]
, resulting in difficulties measuring blood
pressure.[10]
Recent guidelines from the European
Society of Cardiology recommend that
blood pressure should be managed
intensivly.[11] As high blood pressure
usually has no symptoms, people often
do not know they are hypertensive. The
only way you can tell is by measuring your
blood pressure.[12]
Timely hypertension control in diabetic
patients at risk is very important.
[13]
Results from a 2011 study showed
that blood pressure control within 6
months leads to significant decrease in
cardiovascular events, such as a stroke or
heart attack.[4]

OMRON’s devices
extend to their accuracy
in a diabetic population
OMRON devices with Intelli Wrap Cuff have
successfully been validated of International
Protocol defined by European Society
of Hypertension (ESH-IP) in a diabetic
population.[14]

